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CommentComment

Please do all in your power to strenghen the EPA. Do not Please do all in your power to strenghen the EPA. Do not 
allow it to be "watered down" and become moot. Put allow it to be "watered down" and become moot. Put 
someone in charge of the EPA who truly has our interests in someone in charge of the EPA who truly has our interests in 
clean air, clean water, wildlife habitats at heart. Don't let the clean air, clean water, wildlife habitats at heart. Don't let the 
work that has been done the past 48 years be pushed back work that has been done the past 48 years be pushed back 
or compromised. We need a strong EPA looking out for us or compromised. We need a strong EPA looking out for us 
and not allowing big polluter buisnesses to be able to run and not allowing big polluter buisnesses to be able to run 
rampant and damage our environment beyond repair. Keep rampant and damage our environment beyond repair. Keep 
us and the animals and the planet healthy. Thank you.us and the animals and the planet healthy. Thank you.
Christine SlivonChristine Slivon
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